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Abstract
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown
their promising performance for natural language
processing tasks, which extract n-grams as features
to represent the input. However, n-gram based
CNNs are inherently limited to fixed geometric
structure and cannot proactively adapt to the trans-
formations of features. In this paper, we propose
two modules to provide CNNs with the flexibil-
ity for complex features and the adaptability for
transformation, namely, transformable convolution
and transformable pooling. Our method fuses dy-
namic and static deviations to redistribute the sam-
pling locations, which can capture both current and
global transformations. Our modules can be easily
integrated by other models to generate new trans-
formable networks. We test proposed modules on
two state-of-the-art models, and the results demon-
strate that our modules can effectively adapt to the
feature transformation in text classification.

1 Introduction
CNNs have been proven effective in many nature language
processing tasks such as representation learning [Liu et al.,
2015], information retrieval [Shen et al., 2014], text classifi-
cation [Kalchbrenner et al., 2014], etc. Convolutional layers
in the CNNs extract features with geometrically fixed filters,
which can be regarded as an implementation of N-Gram lan-
guage model.

However, regular CNNs inevitably face the challenge of
adapting to the feature transformation, which is caused by
the fact that CNNs have many geometrically fixed structures,
such as the convolutional layer limiting the filter shape into
n-gram, the pooling layer selecting the superior features by
solid chunks. These fixed structures render two main limita-
tions for language representation:

• All the filters and chunks are continuous and shape-
fixed, which make it difficult for CNNs to deal with
some complex scenarios such as the non-consecutive or
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oversize features. In another word, it cannot fit the shape
of features.

• Traditional CNNs are unable to actively adjust them-
selves to adapt to the transformation of features. They
tend to remember all kinds of variants of features from a
large dataset, but not to learn the patterns of transforma-
tion. This is undesirable because one feature may have
a lot of transformed forms.

For example, given a phrase of “not nearly as good”, tra-
ditional convolutional network is hard to directly capture
the non-consecutive pattern “not...good”. It is also difficult
to recognize this pattern from numerous transformed forms,
such as “not so good”, “not even good”.

Traditionally, most works cope with above challenges by
increasing the volume of datasets to cover more variants of
features or employ the constant features [Lowe, 1999; Bay
et al., 2006; Rublee et al., 2011]. However, the potential of
these two approaches is limited by requiring too much labor
work or decreasing the performance.

Similar challenges also exist in the field of computer vi-
sion. Some works focus on inherently augmenting the flexi-
bility of CNN models and the adaptability for feature trans-
formation, which allow the models to reshape some lay-
ers to offset the feature transformation [Jia et al., 2012;
Jaderberg et al., 2015; Jeon and Kim, 2017; Dai et al., 2017].
They can be divided into two threads: 1) learning static shape
parameters through back-propagation to capture only global
distribution of transformation patterns [Jeon and Kim, 2017;
Jaderberg et al., 2015]; 2) learning dynamical shape informa-
tion according to the inputs to obtain only current transforma-
tion patterns [Dai et al., 2017]. However, these models cannot
be directly applied to the CNNs designed for NLP tasks.

In this paper, we combine the thoughts of both threads and
proposes two end-to-end modules for text classification to re-
vise the convolution and pooling layers respectively. Both of
our modules can enhance the capability of CNNs for model-
ing the transformation patterns, namely, Transformable Con-
volution and Transformable Pooling. Transformable convo-
lution adds 1-Dimension (1D) deviations to the sampling lo-
cations of filters, which can not only help capture the com-
plex features but also offset the transformation of features.
The deviations are automatically learned without needs for
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Figure 1: Illustration of Transformable Convolution. l, k, d, s and
w represent the length of feature map, width of feature map, size of
Dc, size of Sc and the width of filters respectively. The width k of
the output feature map is divided by w because convolution for text
is 1D.

extra supervision or human experience. Transformable pool-
ing shares the same idea with transformable convolution. On
the base of pooling layer, it adds 1D deviations to the sam-
pling locations of chunks to increase the adaptability for fea-
ture selection.

Our modules can be easily embedded into other models
to construct new transformable ConvNets (TF-ConvNets) by
displacing their counterparts. Extensive experiments and vi-
sualizations on text classification datasets verify the effective-
ness of TF-ConvNets for capturing the patterns of transforma-
tion.

2 Transformable Convolution and Pooling
In this section, we introduce the mechanisms of two trans-
formable modules, which have learnable shapes to adapt to
the changes of features [Dai et al., 2017]. Conventionally,
the shapes of filters and chunks in convolution and pooling
are fixed from the start. But the transformable modules add
the learned position deviations onto filters or chunks, making
their shapes flexible and adaptable. Position deviations are
composed of dynamic part and static part. At inference stage,
the dynamic deviations are related to current input, whose
values are actively learned from current features to capture
the current transformation information. On the contrary, val-
ues of static deviations are updated by back-propagation and
keep static at interference stage, which describe the global
distribution of shape information.

2.1 Transformable Convolution
CNNs for NLP usually employ more than one filters or chan-
nels. For simplicity, we provide the formulation for the case
with one filter and channel, but it is easy to extend to more
complex cases.

In typical convolution, the shape of filter can be described
by the center position p0 and the sampling locations pi, the
relative distances from p0. We use C to represent the collec-
tion of pi. For instance, when the length of a filter in conven-
tional convolution is 5,

C = {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}. (1)

Output feature map is generated by a convolving operation
between weight w and input x, which can be formulated as

y = w ∗ x. (2)

And every element in feature map y can be calculated by:

y(p0) =
∑
pi∈C

w(pi) · x(p0 + pi), (3)

where p0 is a location in output feature map and pi enumer-
ates the points in collection C of sampling locations.
In transformable convolution, C is divided into two parts,

one is current feature related, and the other is globally de-
pended. Let Dc ⊂ C and Sc ⊂ C denote them respec-
tively. Then they are added with different deviations ∆pDc

i

and ∆pSc
i to revise the sampling locations. And Eq.(3) be-

comes

y(p0) =
∑

pi∈Dc

w(pi) · x(p0 + pi +∆pDc
i )

+
∑

pi∈Sc

w(pi) · x(p0 + pi +∆pSc
i ). (4)

Now, sampling locations of filter are redistributed, and are
not in the shape of regular rectangular any longer. Consider-
ing that ∆pDc

i and ∆pSc
i are often fractional, value of func-

tion x(·) is calculated by linear interpolation:

x(p) =
∑
q

K(p, q) · x(q). (5)

Here p denotes p0+pi+∆pDc
i or p0+pi+∆pSc

i , q enumerates
the locations in the whole input feature map, and K is the
linear interpolation kernel. In linear space,K is computed by

K(p, q) = max(0, 1− |p− q|), (6)
where max(·) functions as a “mask”, limiting the dilation of
the interpolation area into 1.
Figure 1 shows the mechanism of transformable convolu-

tion. The dynamic deviations ∆pDc
i at the top are learned

from current input sequence or feature map via a plain con-
volution layer, whose values are added to sampling locations
inDc. Since they are generated from the previous layer, their
values change dynamically according to the current features
to fit current transformation patterns. The static deviations
∆pSc

i at bottom are variables, which are updated by back-
propagation during training stage and keeps static at inference
time. Hence, the static deviations describe a global distribu-
tion of feature shape.

2.2 Transformable Pooling
There are many versions of pooling operation, which is used
to select the most important features and reduce the resolu-
tion. Here we improve a plain version of Chunk-Max Pooling
(Figure 2), which has been proven useful to keep the position
information of features.

Given a feature map x of size l × k, Chunk-Max Pooling
first divides x into m × n(0 < m < l, 0 < n ≤ k)1 chunks.

1Typically, n equals k in text classification tasks.
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Figure 2: Illustration of plain Chunk-Max Pooling. The input feature
map is cut into chunks and the output feature map is constructed by
the max values of these chunks.

Then, it outputs a m× n feature map y by concatenating the
maximum value of every chunk. Let p0 denote top-left corner
of the (i, j)-th chunk, the pooling process can be formulated
as

y(p0) = max
pi∈O

({x(p0 + pi)}), (7)

where pi enumerates the sampling locations O in
chunk(i, j), and i

⌊
l
m

⌋
< pi < (i + 1)

⌈
l
m

⌉
, j

⌊
k
n

⌋
<

pj < (j + 1)
⌈
k
n

⌉
.

Similar to transformable convolution, sampling locations
are divided into two parts of Doand So. Then we redis-
tribute these sampling locations by adding the deviations
∆pDo

i ,∆pSo
i ∈ ∆p to them respectively. This makes the

filter fit the shape of features better. Eq.(7) becomes

y(p0) = max
pDo
i ∈Do,p

So
i ∈So

(x(p0 + pDo
i +∆pDo

i )⊕

x(p0 + pSo
i +∆pSo

i )), (8)

where ⊕ denotes the concatenation operation.
In the same way as Eq.(5) and (6), the value of x is calcu-

lated by 1D bilinear interpolation (Eq.(6)), since the ∆pDo

and ∆pSo are generally fractional.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the top dynamic deviations are

learned from the current input. More concretely, Chunk-Max
Pooling first generates a feature map, on which a fully con-
nected layer emits the normalized deviations ∆p̂. On the
other hand, static deviation map is relatively stable, whose
normalized value∆p̂So is initialized randomly and optimized
by back-propagation.

Then, these normalized deviations are used to calculate the
deviations by ∆p = µ · ∆p̂ ◦ (l, k) where l and k are the
length and width of input feature map and µ is the coefficient
to adjust the scale of deviations. µ is set to 0.1 empirically in
this paper. This normalization process is designed to keep the
deviation scale independent from the size of chunks.

2.3 Normalized Gradient
For the static deviations, the gradients of them ∂L

∂∆p deter-
mine the moving speed of the sampling locations. How-
ever, they are dependent on other changeable parameters like
the weights or inputs. So their gradient values may change
drastically, which makes the magnitude of deviations unpre-
dictable. If the deviations are too small, the modules cannot
live up to the potential as they are expected. On the contrary,
the sampling locations are too dispersed to obtain useful in-
formation. Hence, controlling the gradient of deviations is
necessary.

Static
deviations

back-propagation

input sequence/ feature map
l×k

output feature map
m×n

dynamic deviation

Dynamic deviations

Static deviations

e×m×n

f×1×1

pooling fc
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Figure 3: Illustration of transformable pooling. e = |Do| and f =
|So|.

In the paper, we use normalized gradient to properly limit
the movement of sampling locations. As shown in Eq. (9),
normalized gradient is formalized as

∂L

∂∆p
=

∂L

∂∆p

/∣∣∣∣ ∂L

∂∆p

∣∣∣∣ , (9)

where L is the loss function and∆p denotes all kinds of devi-
ations. This means we only use the direction of gradient and
limited the stride up to 1 in one iteration. Empirically, learn-
ing rate is set to 0.001, which indicates that the stride is up to
0.001 in one iteration.

3 Transformable ConvNets
Our modules are elaborately designed to be compatible with
existing models. They can be seamlessly used by replacing
their counterparts, since they have the same interfaces with
the vanilla CNNs and are easy to train with back-propagation
algorithm. In this section, we embed our modules into two
state-of-the-art CNN models to show the performance on the
text classification tasks.

TF-MCCNN
As Figure 4(a) shows, Multichannel CNN (MCCNN) is a
four-layer network proposed by [Kim, 2014] to represent text
sequences, which only used one convolution layer and pool-
ing layer for feature extraction. Its architecture has been
proven simple yet practical.

For word embedding, MCCNN exploits two lookup tables
to vectorize the input sequence. One is initialized by the pre-
trained word vectors that are learned by unsupervised lan-
guage models to overcome the absence of large-scale super-
vised training set. The other one has the same size with the
former, but it is randomly initialized.

For feature extraction, MCCNN first uses a convolutional
layer with multiple filters (3 different sizes with 100 filters
each). Each filter w is applied on both embedding results xc

and added up to emit the feature map:

F =
∑
c

f(w ∗ xc + b) (10)
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Figure 4: Comparison of two plain CNNs for text classification. (a)
We replace only the convolutional layers for TF-ConvNet. (b) We
replace both convolutional and pooling layers.

where f is the rectified linear unit and b is the bias. Then, the
300 output feature maps are put into max-over-time pooling
layer to form a 300-dimension feature map.

For comparison and avoiding changing the structure of
MCCNN too much, we just replace the convolutional layer
with transformable convolution and keep the rest constant.
The newly constructed model is referred to as TF-MCCNN.

TF-DCNN
Dynamic convolutional neural network (DCNN) [Kalchbren-
ner et al., 2014] is a deeper and slimmer text classification
model with 7 layers, which is named after its dynamic k-max
pooling. As Figure 4(b) shows, it alternates wide convolu-
tional layers with pooling layers to capture the high-level se-
mantic features. Two convolutional layers use different filters
of size 2 and 3 respectively. And the maximum widths of
chunks in two pooling layers are set to 5 and 3 respectively.
It also inserts a folding layer before the second pooling layer
to create the interaction across dimensions.

To transform DCNN into a TF-ConvNet, we replace all
the convolutional and pooling layers with the corresponding
transformable modules and keep the others same. And the
new model is called TF-DCNN.

4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets
We extensively evaluate our deformable ConvNets on 9
datasets, which are collected in different domains with dif-
ferent labels. Their statistics are listed in Table 1.

SST-1, SST-2 [Socher et al., 2013] and IMDB [Maas et
al., 2011] are about movie reviews, which all classify the re-
views according the sentiment but IMDB has longer content
and SST-1 has more classes. SUBJ2 is a subjectivity dataset,
whose task is to classify a sentence level text as being sub-
jective or objective [Pang et al., 2004]; TREC3 dataset has
the task of classifying a question into 6 types (the questions
are about location, person, numeric information, etc.) [Li and
Roth, 2002]
The rest 4 datasets are all product reviews, which are com-

prised of Amazon product reviews in 4 domains, including

2http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
3http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/Data/QA/QC/

Dataset Train Dev. Test Voc. Len. Class

SST-1 8544 1101 2210 18K 18 5
SST-2 6920 872 1821 16K 19 2
IMDB 25000 - 25000 392K 279 2
SUBJ 8000 1000 1000 21K 23 2
TREC 4907 545 500 10K 10 6
Books 1398 200 400 22K 159 2
Electronics 1398 200 400 11K 111 2
DVDs 1400 200 400 22K 189 2
Kitchen 1400 200 400 10K 93 2

Table 1: Statistics of the text classification datasets. Train, Dev. and
Test denote the size of train, development and test set respectively;
Voc.: Vocabulary size; Len.: Average sentence length.

books, electronics, DVDs and kitchen. These corpora are
classified according to the sentiment of positiveness or neg-
ativeness. They are derived from the raw data published by
[Blitzer et al., 2007].

4.2 Competitor Methods
Besides our baseline models (DCNN and MCCNN)4, we also
compare our approaches with other state-of-the-art models,
involving NBOW, RTNT [Socher et al., 2013], PV [Le and
Mikolov, 2014], MGNC-CNN [Zhang et al., 2016] and Tree-
LSTM [Tai et al., 2015]. For LSTM and BiLSTM in Table 2,
we used the architectures implemented by [Józefowicz et al.,
2015], which remove the peep-hole from the similar architec-
ture of [Graves, 2013].

4.3 Hyper-parameters
For TF-MCCNN, as original, we use word vectors from
Word2Vec5, which is trained by bag-of-words model on 100B
Google News corpus [Mikolov et al., 2013]. For structure,
TF-MCCNN uses three different lengths of 5, 6, 7 for ev-
ery 100 filters. Correspondingly, the sizes of sampling loca-
tions for Dc and Sc are set to 2, 3, 4 and 3, 3, 3 respectively.
For training, all involved parameters are randomly initialized
from a truncated normal distribution with zero mean and stan-
dard deviation. And the learning rates are 10−3, 10−4 for
the first 2

3 and last 1
3 iterations. Mini-batch is generated by

randomly selecting 50 samples every time from the corpus.
Training is implemented through SGD (stochastic gradient
descend) with the Adadelta update rule [Zeiler, 2012].
For TF-DCNN, parameters are normally initialized in [-

0.1, 0.1]. The filter widths in transformable convolutional
layer are 5, 6 with |Dc| = 2, 3 and |Sc| = 3, 3. The shapes
of chunks in two transformable pooling layers are 7× 1, 5×
1 with |Do| = 5, 3; |So| = 2, 2. For training, the network
is trained with mini-batches of size 50 by back-propagation
and the gradient-based optimization is performed using the
Adagrad update rule [Duchi et al., 2011]. Learning rates are
also set to 10−3, 10−4 for the first 2

3 and last 1
3 iterations.

4We use the published results and fill in the rest with released
codes.

5https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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Models SST-1 SST-2 IMDB SUBJ TREC Books Electronics DVDs Kitchen

NBOW 42.4 80.5 83.6 91.3 88.2 - - - -
RNTN 45.7 85.4 - - - - - - -
PV 44.6 82.7 91.7 90.5 91.8 - - - -

Tree-LSTM 50.6 86.5 - - - - - - -
LSTM 45.9 85.8 88.5 91.6 92.5 79.5 80.5 81.7 78.0
BiLSTM 46.4 86.1 89.9 90.1 92.7 81.0 78.5 80.5 81.2

MGNC-CNN 48.7 88.3 - 94.1 - - - - -
DCNN 48.5 86.8 88.6 93.6 93.0 79.7 80.4 81.6 77.8
MCCNN 47.4 88.1 89.7 93.2 92.2 79.9 77.0 81.2 77.7

TF-DCNN 48.8 88.1 89.9 95.0 93.2 82.0 81.7 81.3 81.2
TF-MCCNN 49.1 88.5 90.3 94.2 93.5 81.5 81.1 81.6 81.4

Table 2: Accuracies of our models and comparison.
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Figure 5: Visualization of the dynamic part of filters. Blue columns
represent the sampling locations of the filter that has the biggest
value of activation. And red lines show the activation values of trans-
formation convolution.

4.4 Performance

Table 2 reports the performance of our approaches against
other models. We can see that TF-ConvNets obviously
improve the performance over their baseline models (MC-
CNN and DCNN), which demonstrates the effectiveness of
transformable modules. Compared with other models, TF-
ConvNets gain the best performance on 6 tasks and show very
competitive results on the others.

Although Tree-SLTM outperforms our models on SST-1, it
obtains the external topological information via parser trees
of sentences. Our models do not obtain the best score on
IMDB and DVDs, as the sequences in them are much longer
than other datasets, which requires stronger capability for
long-term dependency learning. In this paper, we mainly fo-
cus on the effects of transformation mechanism on text rep-
resentation, but our approach can be also applied on other
models designed for long sequence to produce better perfor-
mances.
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Figure 6: Visualization of the static part of filters. Red points denote
the learned sampling locations of the filters. (a) Convi j denotes
the shape of j-th filter in i-th transformable convolutional layer. (b)
Four randomly selected filters in TF-MCCNN.

4.5 Visualization
To intuitively understand how the transformable ConvNets
adapt to the features. We design an experiment to show what
patterns the models capture and how they transform. We first
randomly extract a sentence from the test set of SST-2 dataset
and feed it into TF-DCNN. Then, for the dynamic part of
filters in the first transformable convolution layer, we visual-
ize the sampling location of the biggest activation. We also
illustrate all the activations generated by transformation con-
volution. Figure 5 visually shows the effect of transformation
convolution on three different sentences. As the blue columns
show in 5(a), the filter skips a word and captures the key struc-
ture of “more ingeniously ... than”, which is crucial to the
prediction. It is almost impossible for a plain filter to directly
capture this kind of features, which generally have to be com-
posed in high-level layers. Besides, we can have an obvious
observation from Figure 5(b) and 5(c) that the filter can adapt
to the transformation of features. From two sentences, the
filter actively learns the dynamic shape of the feature and rec-
ognizes its negation structure “but ... [Adj.]”, even they have
different numbers for middle words.

For static deviations, their values are learned via back-
propagation and finally reach constringency. Figure 6 illus-
trates the final shapes learned by static part of filters. From the
extensive experiments, we find a regular pattern that the filters
tend to dilate in low layer but are more similar to conventional
convolution in high layer. Our conjecture is that filters in low
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Modules Books Elec. DVDs Kitchen Avg.
DCNN 79.7 80.4 81.7 77.8 79.9
+TF-conv 81.7 81.3 81.3 81.1 81.4
+TF-pooling 81.1 80.9 81.3 80.5 81.0
+Both 82.0 81.7 81.3 81.2 81.6
DCNN(0,0) 79.7 80.4 81.7 77.8 79.9
DCNN(2,0) 81.6 80.9 81.0 81.0 81.1
DCNN(0,2) 80.3 80.8 79.9 79.6 80.2
DCNN(2,2) 81.7 81.3 81.3 81.1 81.4
MCCNN(0) 79.9 77.0 81.2 77.7 79.0
MCCNN(10) 81.2 80.6 81.6 80.9 81.1
MCCNN(20) 81.5 81.1 81.6 81.4 81.4

Table 3: Ablation study of transformable ConvNets. Avg. col-
umn reports the average accuracies of 4 datasets from amazon prod-
uct reviews. The tuples following DCNN represent the numbers of
used transformable convolution in the first and second convolutional
layer. The numbers followingMCCNN denote the numbers of trans-
formable convolution used in MCCNN.

layers expand to capture longer features, while higher layers
focus on building connections between close features.

5 Ablation Study
In this section, we conduct more investigations to study the
independent effect of each module and the influence of trans-
formable convolution number.

Effect of Each Module
To prove the effectiveness of both modules, we do some ab-
lation experiments on TF-DCNN since it uses both modules.
Table 3 shows the performance of variants on 4 product re-
view datasets. When transformable convolution is applied on
the network, an average performance improvement of 1.5%
is obtained. With transformable pooling only, it performs a
boost of average 1.1%. This demonstrates that both modules
make a contribution to the promising scores.

Number of Transformable Convolution
On both ConvNets, we implement a series of incremental ex-
periments to study the influence of transformable convolu-
tion number on performance. The results reported in Table 3
indicate that 1) Transformable convolution shows more im-
provement in lower layers. Because it is mainly designed
for feature extraction, while it also works in high levels for
feature fusion. This concurs with the phenomenon in Figure
6(a) that filter shapes change more in lower layers. 2) Per-
formance steadily improves when more transformable con-
volution layers are involved until a point that improvement
saturates. Specifically, the improvement saturates when 20
transformable layers are used in MCCNN.

6 Related Work
CNN inherently suffers from the limitation to model the
transformation of objects because of its fixed geometric struc-
ture. Traditionally, most of the works focus on covering more

variance of features in the datasets or using consistent fea-
tures, rather than the inner problem. Some recent works at-
tempt to augment the adaptability of models by revising some
basic structures, such as convolutional and pooling layers.
These works can be classified into two categories: semi-end-
to-end models and full-end-to-end models.
For models in the first category, they generally reshape

some layers with handcrafted patterns. For input, Spatial
Transform Network (STN) [Jaderberg et al., 2015] tries to
learn the transform parameters to warp the inputs, such as
affine transformation. For convolutional layer, Atrous Con-
volution [Holschneider et al., 1988] improves the convolution
by scattering filter sampling locations with the same strides,
which increases the receptive field of the filters with the same
parameter complexity. For pooling layer, Receptive Field
Learning [Jia et al., 2012], following the [Lazebnik et al.,
2006], learns a subset of pooling regions via the idea of over-
complete from a large number of candidates.

However, in these works the transformation information is
known as prior and the patterns for transformation are limited.
They cannot deal with the intricate transformations that are
out of human knowledge. Moreover, they are designed for
computer vision and are not suitable for text representation
tasks, which have different dimensions of transformation.

For the second category, models learn the sampling loca-
tion autonomously and the transformation is not restricted by
manually made patterns. That means this kind of models are
more general and fully end-to-end, which can adapt to more
intricate transformations. To be specific, Active Convolution
[Jeon and Kim, 2017] learns the shapes of filters for convolu-
tion, which can adjust itself according the global datasets via
back-propagation. However, the shapes of filters are static
and are learned per task or per training, lacking reactivity for
current input or local features.

Another end-to-end model Deformable CNN [Dai et al.,
2017] attempts to model the transformation through learning
the offsets for convolution filters and pooling regions. It also
provides freedom to shapes for both modules, while the off-
sets drastically vary with the current input and sampling lo-
cation. This makes it highly fit the current field losing outline
and consistent patterns for the integral task.

In this paper, our modules overcome the drawbacks of
above works and consider both current and global transfor-
mations. It is noteworthy that our work successfully intro-
duces the concept of transformation into language field and
enhances the flexibility and adaptability of CNN models for
text representation.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, by combining two mainstream methods, pro-
posed modules enhance the flexibility of structure for CNN
and augment the adaptability for transformable features. Our
approach overcomes the drawbacks of n-gram based models
for text classification and shows an ability to capture the over-
length or non-consecutive features. Extensive tests and vi-
sualization experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our
modules for feature transformation.
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